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Overview of the Argument
Nozick’s genealogy of the minimal state takes the following steps:

. a system of protective agencies becoming a monopoly

. a protective agency imposing a monopoly on the use of force (the ultraminimalist state)

. a protective agency imposing a constraint to be protected (the minimalist state)

Step . The State of Nature. In the state of nature, people have rights, a tendency to violate the rights
of others and a tendency to seek compensation for the harm done to them. Rights are conceived of as
boundaries, and harms are boundary crossings (cf. : , fn. )

Step . Protective agencies are formed. People will want to buy protection from an agency which
protects and enforces their rights and uses a procedure to determine what rights on others (members and
non-members) its members have and what constitutes a violation of their rights (the use and publicity of
the procedure is needed to enable the prospective members to predict how their agency will act on their
behalf). In addition to payment, people will also have (i) either to forfeit their right to enforce their rights
themselves or to exact compensation for their violation, or (ii), at least, to accept that they will not be
protected by the agency in the case of retaliation for the enactment of self-help justice against members of
the same association.

Step . Competition between protective agencies. Different protective agencies will compete over
the same territory. (Note that “competition”, like “monopoly”, requires two contrasting quantities: the
total market (the people who live in some territory) and the market share (the people signed up to the
agency).)

Step . Emergence of a monopoly. Because the value offered by a protective agency is relative – less
if opponents are stronger –, a monopoly will naturally emerge.

The dominant protective agency differs from a minimal state in two ways:

• It does not have the right to claim a monopoly on the use of force: it has no claim against the
enactment of self-help justice by its members (except if it is in retaliation to self-help justice enacted by
other members of the same association, in which case the association will only protect its retaliating
member from counterretaliation if it has given its permission for the retaliation first).

• It does not offer equal protection, neither among the people living in their territory nor among its
members.

Why assume that these are the only two ways it differs from even a minimal state?
Why assume that “territory” marks of the sphere where the agency should offer equal protection? Why
not race, ethnicity, ideology, hair-colour etc.?



Step . The dominant agency establishes a monopoly on the use of force. This is the step to the
“ultra-minimalist state”:

A state claims a monopoly on deciding whomay use force when; it says that only it may decide
who may use force and under what conditions; it reserves to itself the sole right to pass on the
legitimacy and permissibility of any use of force within its boundaries; furthermore it claims
the right to punish all those who violate its claimed monopoly. ( : )

But is this right? “Force” here must have a restricted meaning; “right to pass” must mean “legally pass,
juridicate” (private opinions remain permitted); “boundaries” is a glitch – meant is “among its members”;
“the right to punish” – would this not normally mean “the right to exclude”? In general, it seems quite
difficult to decide on whom the monopoly is legitimately claimed over; suppose that within the territory
of some protection agency (i.e. the territory across which it is ‘dominant’, whatever that means), someone
uses force in a way not permitted by the agency. How do we distinguish between:

• The person is a member of the agency and violates a duty she has consented to when joining the
agency.

• The person now is an independent and his action concerns the agency only if its other party is a
member of the agency.

Nozick avoids having to make this distinction by circumscribing the ‘territory’, within which the dominant
agency claims a monopoly on the use of force, by the set of actions that pose a risk to the members of the
agency:

An independent might be prohibited from privately exacting justice because his procedure is
known to be too risky and dangerous – that is, it involves a higher risk (than another procedure)
of punishing an innocent person or overpunishing a guilty one – or because his procedure isn’t
known not to be risky. ( : )

To deal with the case where the unreliable procedure is applied to a client of the agency who is in fact
guilty, an epistemic requirement is added:

If someone knows that doing act A would violate Q’s rights unless condition C obtained, he
may not doA if he has not ascertained thatC obtains through being in the best feasible position
for ascertaining this. ( : – )

This creates a right of the agency against the independent who is punishing one of its guilty members if
that independent does not know and show to the client (i.e. the agency) that his procedure is reliable.

The monopoly is established by a prohibition of self-help justice on the grounds that any other procedure
of determining punishment than the one used by the dominant agency is not known to be not unreliable:

…a protective agency may punish a wielder of an unreliable or unfair procedure who (against
the client’s will) has punished one of its clients, independently of whether or not its client
actually is guilty and therefore even if its client is guilty. ( : – )

But how is its reliability established? Is there any reason to assume that the dominant agency’s procedure is
more likely to be reliable than any other?

Nozick claims that no such independent evaluation is needed, as the monopoly is a de facto one:



Although no monopoly is claimed, the dominant agency does occupy a unique position by
virtue of its power. It, and it alone, enforces prohibitions on others’ procedures of justice, as
it sees fit. It does not claim the right to prohibit others arbitrarily; it claims only the right
to prohibit anyone’s using actually defective procedures on its clients. But when it sees itself
as acting against actually defective procedures, others may see it as acting against what it
thinks are defective procedures. It alone will act freely against what it thinks are defective
procedures, whatever anyone else thinks. As the most powerful applier of principles which it
grants everyone the right to apply correctly, it enforces its will, which, from the inside, it thinks
is correct. From its strength stems its actual position as the ultimate enforcer and the ultimate
judge with regard to its own clients. ( : – )

It seems to me, however, that the situation is more complicated: may not a client of the agency who
wants to enact self-help justice (for example because he thinks that the procedure of his agency will give
the wrong result in his case) simply do so if he also revokes his consent to transfer his right to punish to
the agency, i.e. becomes an independent? If he is judged guilty be the agency and quarreling with one
of its members, such an independent will then have to fight the agency. If he is in conflict with another
independent, however, this will be none of the agency’s business – he may enact self-help justice and then
join the agency again.

Step . The ultraminimalist state extends its protection to everyone. The step from the ultra-
minimalist to the minimalist state is to extend the agency’s protection to the independents, for free or at a
lower prize than the one its clients have to pay. This is justified by the principle of compensation, on the
grounds that the agency forbids them to enact self-help justice against its own clients:

If the protective agency deems the independents’ procedures for enforcing their own rights
insufficiently reliable or fair when applied to its clients, it will prohibit the independents from
such self-help enforcement. The grounds for this prohibition are that the self-help enforce-
ment imposes risks of danger on its clients. Since the prohibition makes it impossible for the
independents credibly to threaten to punish clients who violate their rights, it makes them un-
able to protect themselves from harm and seriously disadvantages the independents in their
daily activities and life. […] The clients of the protective agency […] must compensate the
independents for the disadvantages imposed upon them by being prohibited self-help enforce-
ment of their own rights against the agency’s clients. Undoubtedly, the least expensive way to
compensate the independents would be to supply them with protective services to cover those
situations of conflict with the paying customers of the protective agency. ( : )

The coverage offered for free only applies to conflicts between the newcomers and the old clients of the
agency; but as the agency becomes more dominant, there are less and less independents and more clients.
The requirement for the agency (ie. its clients) to do so is a moral one:

…the agency protects those nonclients in its territory whom it prohibits from using self-help
enforcement procedures on its clients, in their dealings with its clients, even if such protection
must be financed (in apparent redistributive fashion) by its clients. It is morally required to do
this by the principle of compensation, which requires those who act in self-protection in order
to increase their own security to compensate those they prohibit from doing risky acts which
might actually have turned out to be harmless for the disadvantages imposed upon them.( :
)

Who is “everyone”? This matters a lot because it directly affects the costs of the seemingly redistributive
policy. In circumscribing the intended domain of application of the monopoly, Nozick shifts from ‘posing a



risk if applying an unreliable procedure’, via ‘those whose use of self-help justice is prohibited’, to ‘everyone’
– is this transition legitimate?

There is another inequality in the provision of protection by the dominant agency: it may offer more
protection to some and less to other. In what way do the arguments for redistribution carry over to this
case?

The dominant association which is the territory’s “sole effective judge over the permissibility of violence”
( : ) is the state in that territory.

Against paternalism: Only your own actions may bind you
As part of his general anti-paternalist argument, Nozick discusses Hart’s “principle of fairness” which
obliges those profiting from a pact to join it, or more exactly:

…when a number of persons engage in a just, mutually advantageous, cooperative venture
according to rules and thus restrain their liberty in ways necessary to yield advantages for all,
those who have submitted to these restrictions have a right to similar acquiescence on the part
of those who have benefited from their submission. ( : )

Nozick argues agains this principle by the counterexample of the community radio:

Suppose some of the people in your neighborhood (there are other adults) have found a
public address system and decide to institute a system of public entertainment. They post a
list of names, one for each day, yours among them. On his assigned day (one can easily switch
days) a person is to run the public address system, play records over it, give news bulletins,
tell amusing stories he has heard, and so on. After r days on which each per son has done
his part, your day arrives. Are you obligated to take your turn? You have benefited from it,
occasionally opening your window to listen, enjoying some music or chuckling at someone’s
funny story. The other people have put themselves out. But must you answer the call when
it is your turn to do so? As it stands, surely not. Though you benefit from the arrangement,
you may know all along that days of entertainment supplied by others will not be worth
your giving up one day. You would rather not have any of it and not give up a day than have
it all and spend one of your days at it. ( : )

Quite surprisingly, Nozick makes an even stronger claim: you’re not even obliged to cooperate if you have
nothing better to do:

The benefits might only barely be worth the costs to you of doing your share, yet others might
benefit from this institution much more than you do; they all treasure listening to the public
broadcasts. As the person least benefited by the practice, are you obligated to do an equal
amount for it? Or perhaps you would prefer that all cooperated in another venture, limiting
their conduct and making sacrifices for it. It is true, given that they are not following your plan
(and thus limiting what other options are available to you), that the benefits of their venture
are worth to you the costs of your cooperation. However, you do not wish to cooperate, as
part of your plan to focus their attention on your alternative proposal which they have ignored
or not given, in your view at least, its proper due. (You want them, for example, to read the
Talmud on the radio instead of the philosophy they are reading.) By lending the institution
(their institution) the support of your cooperating in it, you will only make it harder to change
or alter. ( : – )



This is an interesting argument, because the second consideration seems to give the one unwilling to
cooperate a right against the institution as such

The Entitlement Theory
With respect to the topic of ‘distributive justice’ (a term Nozick dislikes), he defends the so-called “entitle-
ment theory”, consisting of three principles, for which, though he refuses to “specify the details” ( : ),
he gives necessary conditions ( : ):

• original acquisition of holdings: someone is entitled to a holding if she makes it out of things she is
entitled to;

• transfer of holdings: a transfer of holdings creates entitlement if it is the product of a (free?) choice;
• rectification of injustice in holdings

(Only!) together with an inductive base (a distribution singled out as just), the following inductive definition
then defines what a just distribution is: a distribution is just iff it arises out of a just distribution by the
following inductive steps:

. A person who acquires a holding in accordance with the principle of justice in acquisition
is entitled to that holding.
. A person who acquires a holding in accordance with the principle of justice in transfer,
from someone else entitled to the holding, is entitled to the holding. ( : )

Rectification of injustice must be possible as well, and it creates a just situation by re-attributing holdings
from people who are not entitled to them.

The entitlement theory is a historical, rather than an end-state theory of justice, because it makes justice
turn on the past.

How is initial entitlement created? One way is by “making” things:

Whoever makes something, having bought or contracted for all other held resources used in
the process (transferring some of his holdings for these cooperating factors), is entitled to it.
The situation is not one of something’s getting made, and there being an open question of who
is to get it. Things come into the world already attached to people having entitlements over
them. ( : )

The Argument against Patterned Principles of Distribution
The Wilt Chamberlain example:

It is not clear how those holding alternative conceptions of distributive justice can reject the
entitlement conception of justice in holdings. For suppose a distribution favored by one of
these non entitlement conceptions is realized. Let us suppose it is your favorite one and let
us call this distribution D1; perhaps everyone has an equal share, perhaps shares vary in ac-
cordance with some dimension you treasure. Now suppose that Wilt Chamberlain is greatly
in demand by basketball teams, being a great gate attraction. (Also suppose contracts run
only for a year, with players being free agents.) He signs the following sort of contract with a
team: In each home game, twenty-five cents from the price of each ticket of admission goes to
him. (We ignore the question of whether he is “gouging” the owners, letting them look out for
themselves.) The season starts, and people cheerfully attend his team’s games; they buy their



tickets, each time dropping a separate twenty-five cents of their admission price into a special
box with Chamberlain’s name on it. They are excited about seeing him play; it is worth the
total admission price to them. Let us suppose that in one season one million persons attend
his home games, and Wilt Chamberlain winds up with $ ’ , a much larger sum than
the average income and larger even than anyone else has. Is he entitled to this income? Is
this new distribution D2, unjust? If so, why? There is no question about whether each of the
people was entitled to the control over the resources they held in D1; because that was the
distribution (your favorite) that (for the purposes of argument) we assumed was acceptable.
Each of these persons chose to give twenty-five cents of their money to Chamberlain. They
could have spent it on going to the movies, or on candy bars, or on copies of Dissentmagazine,
or of Montly Review [sic]. But they all, at least one million of them, converged on giving it to
Wilt Cham berlain in exchange for watching him play basketball. If D1 was a just distribution,
and people voluntarily moved from it to D2, transferring parts of their shares they were given
under D1 (what was it for if not to do something with?), isn’t D2 also just? ( : – )

He then invokes the principle of justice in transfer of holding, generalising it to every “free” action:

The general point illustrated by the Wilt Chamberlain example and the example of the en-
trepreneur in a socialist society is that no end-state principle or distributional patterned princi-
ple of justice can be continuously realized without continuous interference with people’s lives.
Any favored pattern would be transformed into one unfavored by the principle, by people
choosing to act in various ways; for example, by people exchanging goods and services with
other people, or giving things to other people, things the transferrers are entitled to under the
favored distributional pattern. To maintain a pattern one must either continually interfere to
stop people from transferring resources as they wish to, or continually (or periodically) inter-
fere to take from some persons resources that others for some reason chose to transfer to them.
( : )

Discussing ‘Lockean’ rights, Nozick speaks of each person “having a right to reap the benefits of what he
did” ( : ).

It is not clear, however, why Nozick thinks that deviation from the entitlement principles will violate rights:

Since deviation from the first two principles of justice (in acquisition and transfer) will involve
other persons’ direct and aggressive intervention to violate rights, and since moral constraints
will not exclude defensive or retributive action in such cases, the entitlement theorist’s problem
[with rectification actions that violate moral constraints] rarely will be pressing. ( : )
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